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Prized Paintings Once Looted by Nazis Must Be
Returned to Jewish Collector's Heirs
The decision could have implications for the wider fight by Jewish heirs to
reclaim artwork looted en masse from their ancestors by the Third Reich.
By Jason Grant |
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A Manhattan judge on Thursday ordered two highly valued, early 20th century paintings
looted by the Nazis returned to the heirs of an Austrian Jewish entertainer who’d first
collected them, ruling that “a signature at gunpoint cannot lead to a valid conveyance.”
The decision by Commercial Division Supreme Justice Charles Ramos is the first ruling on
the merits in a 2½-year dispute over the paintings that some say could have implications for
the wider fight by Jewish heirs to reclaim artwork looted en masse from their ancestors by
the Third Reich. Regardless of broader impact, the immediate effect of Ramos’ decision is
clear: Two prized and somewhat stark paintings, “Woman in Black Pinafore” (1911) and
“Woman Hiding Her Face” (1912), estimated to be worth $5 million together and sitting in
a Queens warehouse, are now directed to be transferred to the lawsuit’s plaintiffs. Although,
Richard Nagy, a London-based art dealer and the suit’s defendant, said on Thursday
through an attorney that he will appeal.
Both art pieces were created by the celebrated Austrian painter Egon Schiele. And it was the
heirs’ relative, Fritz Grünbaum, who Ramos wrote on Thursday indisputably owned the
pieces before World War II, despite the defendants’ protestations otherwise, and who had
collected them. He was a songwriter, director, actor and master of ceremonies who openly
mocked Hitler during the 1930s, according to Raymond Dowd, the heirs’ attorney. And over
his lifetime he amassed a 449-piece art collection, 81 of them Schieles. Then in 1938 the Nazis
stormed his home and confiscated his possessions while forcing him, perhaps at gunpoint, to
sign a power of attorney to his wife. He was then sent to die at the Dachau concentration
camp.
Ramos, in siding with the heirs in a replevin and conveyance case that saw defendants put
forward 18 separate defenses, wrote that defendants Richard Nagy and Richard Nagy Ltd.
had simply failed to present sufficient evidence, on the merits, in their favor. His ruling
addressed summary judgment motions brought by the plaintiffs and defendants.
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“We accept that the Artworks were the property of Mr. Grunbaum, and that the entirety
of Mr. Grunbaum’s property was looted by the Nazis during World War II,” Ramos wrote,
adding, “Confronted with plaintiffs’ prima facie case, the burden of proof shifts to
defendants to establish they have a superior claim to the Artworks, or to at least raise a
triable issue of fact.”
“Defendants have neither presented evidence nor raised a triable issue of fact to show that
Mr. Grunbaum voluntarily transferred the subject artworks during his lifetime,” the judge
continued. “Although the Nazis confiscated Mr. Grunbaum’s artworks by forcing him to
sign a power of attorney to his wife, who was herself later murdered by the Nazis, the act
was involuntary … A signature at gunpoint cannot lead to a valid conveyance.”
The 17-page opinion, according to plaintiffs’ lawyer Dowd, was notable for several reasons,
including that Ramos applied the Holocaust Expropriated Art Recovery Act. The Act,
adopted unanimously by Congress in 2016, expanded the statute of limitations for heirs of
Holocaust victims battling for their family’s stolen artwork. The statute’s primary intention
was to encourage judicial decisions on the merits, rather than on time-based strictures,
especially given that Nazi-looted art pieces are often hard to find and sometimes even more
difficult to trace back in time.
Ramos not only applied the HEAR Act, despite arguments against it by defendants, he also
appeared to look to the act to guide him on how to view the plaintiffs’ evidentiary arguments
that Grunbaum had rightfully owned the paintings.
“In the HEAR Act, the [1998 Washington Conference] Principles [on Nazi-Confiscated Art],
and the Holocaust Victims Redress Act [of 1997], we are instructed to be mindful of the
difficulty of tracing artwork provenance due to the atrocities of the Holocaust era, and to
facilitate the return of property where there is reasonable proof that the rightful owner is
before us,” Ramos wrote.
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He also pointed out that “even the [art] Gallery on which defendants rely as the source of
their [the paintings'] provenance has confirmed that Mr. Grunbaum had owned the works.”
Dowd said in both a phone interview and statement Thursday that he viewed Ramos’
decision as vital to the decades long and continuing effort by Holocaust-victim heirs to
reclaim their culture and family possessions. He noted the application of the HEAR Act, and
he also contended that the judicial opinion may help him and his clients lobby or legally force
museums, for instance, to return to his clients Grunbaum art pieces that are still being
displayed today.
“This decision brought us a step closer to recovering all of the culture that was stolen during
the largest mass-theft in history which, until now, has been overshadowed by history’s largest
mass-murder,” Dowd said.
He also deemed the dispute “probably the most important art case of the late 20thcentury,”
as he linked it to former Manhattan District Attorney Robert Morgenthau’s landmark
maneuver in 1998 to seize Schiele’s “Dead City 3” painting—which also came from
Grunbaum’s vast collection—from the Museum of Modern Art.
“Justice Ramos’ decision has ended a controversy [over the correctness of Morgenthau’s
action] that has raged since the 1998 Morgenthau seizure,” Dowd said.
But Thaddeus Stauber, a Nixon Peabody partner and Nagy’s defense lawyer, was quick to
point out on Thursday that three other judicial bodies considered the two Schiele paintings’
origins and had found they weren’t stolen. Moreover, he didn’t believe Ramos’ decision
would have the far-reaching impact professed by Dowd.
He also criticized the ruling.
“As an art dealer with a long record of working with German Expressionist artworks, and
someone whose own family had to flee persecution, Richard [Nagy] is particularly sensitive
to restitution claims and continues to believe that all such claims call for close and meritPage 4 of 6

based review,” Stauber said. “We turned to recognized Holocaust provenance experts Sophie
Lillie, Laurie Stein, and Lynn Nicholas to vet and issue independent reports on the modernday claims [regarding the Schiele paintings]. Had any one of them found that the Schiele
artworks were owned by Fritz Grünbaum and stolen by the Nazis, Richard would not have
hesitated to restitute them. … [I]t is surprising that Justice Ramos ignored not only their
[expert] reports, but also the decisions of the U.S. federal court and two independent
Austrian panels that previously found that this collection of artworks was not stolen by the
Nazis.”
The plaintiffs in the 2015-filed suit, Reif v. Nagy, 161799/15, were Milos Vavra, along with
Timothy Reif and David Fraenkel, who are the co-heirs and co-executors of the estate of
Leon Fischer. Fischer is descended from Grunbaum’s wife’s brother and Vavra from
Grunbaum’s sister, Dowd said.
On April 26, 1938, the Nazis passed the “Decree Regarding the Reporting of Jewish
Property,” which required all Jews to declare property valued at or over 5,000 reichmarks,
according to Ramos.
The goal was for the Nazis to seize the property to fund their war machine, he added.
In the lawsuit, Nagy has asserted that he and his business possessed good title to the two
Schiele paintings. He contended that the Nazis inventoried the Grunbaum art collection but
did not steal it and that Grunbaum’s sister-in-law legitimately sold 53 of the Schieles to a
Swiss art dealer in 1956—a contention Dowd says is false.
Regardless, the paintings changed hands and passed through the art world, until one day in
2015 the plaintiffs spotted the works in Nagy’s booth at an art show held in the New York
City Armory. Days later, Dowd made a demand for their return, kicking off the fight.
“Today, my family has regained a part of its history that was stolen by the Nazi Regime,”
said Timothy Reif, one of the heirs, after the opinion was released. “These paintings help us
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remember and honor the lives of those we love and help us preserve Jewish culture that the
Nazis tried so hard to destroy.”
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